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In this paper we present a module-theoretic proof of Fong’s theory [4] of 
modular representations of finite p-solvable groups. We show that Fong’s 
correspondences hold for indecomposable representations, as well as for irre- 
ducible ones, and that vertices are preserved. We apply this theory to show that if 
.an irreducible modular representation belonging to a block B has cyclic vertex, 
then this vertex is a defect group of B. 
We tix the following notation: 
G = finite group, 
R = discrete valuation ring with quotient field K, where char. K = 0, 
(n) = maximal ideal of R, 
k = R/(n) = residue class field, char. R = p > 0, 
N = normal $-subgroup of G. 
We assume that K contains a primitive ) G jth root of unity; then (by [2, 
(41.1) and (83.7)]) both K and k are splitting fields for G and all of its subgroups. 
Let A be either K or k. All AG-modules in this paper are finitely generated 
over A. For H a subgroup of G, M an AG-module, and L an AH-module, we 
denote by LG the induced AG-module and by MH the restricted AH-module. 
We denote by nM the direct sum of n copies of M. For AG-modules Ml and M2 , 
we write Ml 1 M, if MS z Ml @ M3 for some AG-module n/r,. The reader is 
referred to [2] or [3] for properties of blocks and vertices. 
Let M be a KG module; choose an RG-module MO with KM,, = M, and set 
M = M,jnM, . (This is an abuse of notation, since M depends on the choice of 
?lJa , but the composition factors of M are independent of the choice of M,, , 
by P, (fQ.l)l.) 
We fix, once and for all, an irreducible KN-module X; since N is a p’-group, 
* This paper is based on part of the author’s Ph.D. Thesis, written at the University 
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, under Professor Irving Reiner. 
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X is irreducible over KG. We shall say that a KG-module 2 is of type X if X is a 
composition factor of 2, . Likewise, a KG module M is of type X if X is a com- 
position factor of M,,, . 
1 
Let T be the inertia group of X in G, defined by T = {g E G : g @ X z X as 
kN-modules}. Since N is a $-group, then T is also the inertia group of X. Let 
(81 ,...> gt} be a complete set of left coset representatives of Tin G. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let M be an &decomposable KG-module of type x. Then 
(i) for some positive integer eM , 
and 
(ii) M z (MI)G for some indecomposable kT-module MI of type 1. 
Proof. Since N is a PI-group, then MN is completely reducible, and therefore 
ff 1 MN . Hence 
giOXIgi@MN, 1 <i<t. 
Butgi@MNEM,, since M is a KG-module. Thereforegi @ X 1 MN for each i. 
Let M,,, g L @L’, where L is the direct sum of all irreducible kN-submodules 
of M,,, which are G-conjugates of X. It is clear that L and L’ are both 
KG-summands of M, so the indecomposability of M implies that M s L. Since 
g @ M g M for any g E G, then each of the {gi @ X} must occur with the same 
multiplicity, say eM , as a summand of MN . This proves (i). 
For (ii), we observe that the set {e,(g, @ X): 1 < i < t} of kN-modules is a 
transitive system of imprimitivity of M. Since T is the inertia group of e,X in G, 
we deduce that there exists a kT-module MI with (M& s eX and (MI)G s MS 
MI must be indecomposable, since M is. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Given any kT-modules M and M’ of type X, there is a k-linear map 
Horn&M, M’) -+ Horn&MC, M’G) (1) 
defined by mapping each r in the left-hand expression to 
1 @T:KG&~M+KG&.M’. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let M and M’ be indecomposable kT-modules of type x. Then 
(i) the map in line (1) is an isomorphism of k-vector spaces; when M = M’, 
then it is a k-algebra isomorphism; 
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(ii) the induced module MG is indecomposable of type W; 
(iii) if M is irreducible, so is MG; 
(iv) if MC z MC, then M z M’. 
Proof. We may write 
MC& (g<@M) 
i=l 
as k-spaces. Since &ir is indecomposable of type X, then &I,, g e,X for some 
positive integer e, , by the previous lemma. Hence 
tgi 0 WN z edgi 0 9, 1 <i<t, 
and similarly for M’. Therefore 
Hom,,(g, @ M, gj @ M’) = 0, 1 <j<t, i#j, 
since gi @ x and gj @ 1 are not isomorphic for i # j. But any 
+ E Horn fCo(MG,M”) 
restricts to a &V-homomorphism 
and so +(gi 0 MN) C gi 0 A4; , 1 <i,<t.DefineT:M+M’by 
+(l @ m) = 1 @ Trn, m E M. 
Then 7 E Horn&M, M’), and (b = 1 @ 7. This proves the first assertion in (i). 
The second assertion in (i) is now obvious; (ii), (iii), and (iv) follow from (i). 
As a consequence of the two preceding lemmas, we deduce the following 
result. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. There is a one-to-one correspondence between indecompos- 
able RT-modules M’ of type x, and indecomposable kG-modules M of type x, given 
by ME (M’)G; moreover M is irreducible if and only if M’ is. 
By replacing the field k by K in the proofs of Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3, we obtain 
the following well-known analog of Proposition 1.3 for KG-modules: 
PROPOSITION 1.4. The map Z + ZG gives a one-to-one correspondence between 
irreducible KT-modules of type X and irreducible KG-modules of type X. 
We now show that these correspondences behave well with respect to blocks. 
We first show that all modules in a block have the same “type.” 
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LEMMA 1.5. Let B be a block of kG. Suppose that some irreducible KG-module 
Z in B is of type X. Then every irreducible KG-module in B is of type X, and every 
indecomposable RG-module in B is of type x. 
Proof. Since Z is of type X, then by Clifford’s theorem, 
Let F be a composition factor of Z. Then some g, @ X must occur in FN , since 
x is irreducible; hence X occurs in g;’ @I FN z FN , so F is of type X. 
Now suppose that Z’ is another irreducible KG-module in B, and that F is 
also a composition factor of 2’. Since X occurs in F&, , then X must occur in 
WN ) so z’ is of type X. 
If Z, is any irreducible KG-module in B, then there is a chain 
z, , z, ,...) z, = z 
of irreducible KG-modules in B such that for each i, 1 < i < m - 1, Zi and 
Z,+i have a common composition factor, and hence are of the same type. There- 
fore all modules in the chain are of type X. 
Let M be an indecomposable KG-module in B. If F is a composition factor of 
M, then F must also be a composition factor of some Z, where Z is a KG-module 
in B. Then Z is of type X, so F and M must be of type X. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
A block B will be called of type X if B satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma I. 5. 
We now come to the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 1.6. Suppose that B is a block of kG of type X. Then there exists a 
block B’ of kTsuch that 
(i) there is a one-to-one correspondence between irreducible KG-modules Z 
in B and irreducible KT-modules Z’ in B’, given by Z c (Z’)“; 
(ii) there is a one-to-one correspondence between irreducible kG-modules F 
in B and irreducible kT-modules F’ in B’ given by F z (F’)G; 
(iii) there is a one-to-one correspondence between indecomposable kG-modules 
M in B and indecomposable kT-modules M’ in B’ given by M s ( M’)G; M and M’ 
have a common vertex; 
(iv) B and B’ have a common defect group, the same decomposition matrix, 
and the same Cartan matrix. 
Proof. Let Z be any irreducible KG-module in B (so Z is of type X), and let 
Z’ be the irreducible KT-module such that (Z’)G s Z; let B’ be the block of kT 
containing Z’. Let (Z,‘} and (F,‘) be complete sets of nonisomorphic irreducible 
KT-modules and kT-modules, respectively, in B’. By Lemma 5, each Zi’ is of 
type X and each F,’ is of type X. Let Zi’ have composition factors lJj dijFi’. 
Then by Propositions 1.4 and 1.5, Zic has composition factors (Jj d&Fj’)G; 
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therefore the indecomposability of the decomposition matrix implies that 
Zi’ E B’ if and only if (Zi’)G E B, and that Fj’ E B’ if and only if (Fj’)G E B. This 
proves (i) and (ii), and also shows that B and B’ have the same decomposition 
matrix, and hence the same Cartan matrix. 
Now suppose that M is an indecomposable KG-module of type X, and M G 
(MI)G for some H-module ill’. Since M’ and (&r’)G are both indecomposable, it 
follows that they have a common vertex. Also, the composition factors of M 
are in B’ if and only if the composition factors of (M’)” are in B, by part (ii), so 
(iii) is proved. 
A defect group of a block is the largest vertex of any module in the block, 
hence the preservation of vertices in (iii) implies that B and B’ have a common 
defect group, and the proof is complete. 
2 
We now consider the case in which the inertia group T is equal to G, so that 
g @ X s X for all g E G. By a result of Clifford (see [2, (51.7)]), there exists a 
projective representation Y of G, written in an extension field of K, such that 
PN is equivalent to the representation of N afforded by X; we may assume that 
the factor set of 9, which we shall callf-l, takes values which are / G ith roots of 
unity, and thatf-l is inflated from a factor set on G/M Since we have assumed 
that the / G Ith roots of unity are in K, then a result of Reynolds [7] implies that 
Y may be written in K. Therefore there exists a module X’ of the twisted group 
algebra (KG),-, such that (X’), g X. Choose an (RG),-1 module X0 such that 
KA’,, = X’ and set 8’ = X&X,, . We denote byf-r the factor set with values in 
K obtained by reducing the values off-’ modulo r. Then x’ is a (kG)?-1 module, 
and (x’),v z X. Let n be the twisted group algebra K(G/N), , and let li be 
k(WVr. 
Let s be the order of the class of the factor setfin H2(G/N, K); Fong [4, p. 2741 
has shown that s is prime to p. We assume that the values off are sth roots of 
unity. 
If F is an irreducible RG-module of type X, then by [2, (51.7)] we may write 
FgF’&W’, (2) 
whereF’ is a (KG)fmodule on which N acts trivially; hence we may consider F 
as a /I-module. By examining the proof of [2, (51.7)], we see that the only require- 
ment on F, in order that (2) hold, is that F,,, be a sum of copies of X. We therefore 
have the following result (see also [l, 81). 
LEMMA 2.1. If M is an indecomposable kG-module of type x, then 
M g M’ ol, x’ for some A-module M’. 
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We proceed with the well-known construction (see [4,6]) of a central extension 
G* of G/N such that every projective K representation of G/N with factor set f 
can be “lifted” to an ordinary K-representation of G*. Let A be a cyclic group of 
order s, generated by 01, and let E be a primitive sth root of unity in K. Let 
G* = {(ai, g) : 0 < i < s, g E G/N} and define a group multiplication on G* as 
follows. For g, , g, E G/N, suppose that f(g, , ga) = l ; then define 
(cw gdb”2, g,) = (anl+n2+k, g,g,). 
We identify A with the central subgroup ((&, 1)) of G*; then G*/A g G/N. 
For a A-module Z’, construct a KG*-module Z* as follows. Z* has the same 
K-space as Z’, and for (cui, g) E G* and z E Z*, set 
(d, g) z = 2gz, 
where l g is viewed as an element of /1 on the right side of the equation. 
Conversely, if Z* is a KG*-module on which (01, 1) acts as multiplication by E, 
then define a A-module Z’ by defining 
gz = Kg) z, g E GIN ZEZ*, 
where g is viewed as an element of II on the left side of the equation. We then 
obtain a one-to-one correspondence between A-modules and KG*-modules on 
which (OL, 1) acts as multiplication by E. We may also replace K and fl by k and 
A, respectively, in these constructions (and replace E by its residue class 2 in k). 
For any KG*-modules MI* and M2* on which (01, 1) acts as multiplication 
by 2, there is a k-linear isomorphism 
Horn&MI*, Mz*) + Homn(MI’, M,‘) (3) 
defined by mapping each 7 in the left-hand expression to 7’: M,’ ---f M,‘, where 
I’ = I, m, E M,‘. Any T’ in Homz(MI’, M,‘) can then be mapped to 
7’ @ 1 E Horn&MI’ @ iJ’, Mz’ @ x’); by composing these two maps, we 
get a k-linear map 
Hom,,,(MI*, M,*) --f Horn&MI’ @ x’, Mz’ @ xl). (4) 
LEMMA 2.2. (i) The map in (4) is a k-vector space isomorphism; if MI* = 
Mz*, it is a k-algebra isomorphism. 
(ii) MI* is indecomposable if and only if MI’ @ x’ is. 
(iii) M,* is irreducible if and only if MI’ @ x’ is. 
Proof. Suppose that $ E Horn&M, @ x’, M,’ @ x’). Then [2, (51.2)] 
implies that + = T’ @ 1 for some k-linear map T’ : MI’ -+ M,‘; since 4 is a 
KG-homomorphism, then 7’ must be a ii-homomorphism. Now choose 
7 E Horn&MI*, M,*) such that the map in (3) sends 7 to T’. Then 7 is sent to 
3 by the map in (4). This proves (i), from which (ii) and (iii) easily follow. 
We now deduce the following result: 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. There is a one-to-one correspondence between indecomposable 
KG-modules M of type X and indecomposable KG*-modules M* on which (01, 1) acts 
as multiplication by 2, given by M g M’ @ X’, where M’ is the Ii-module corre- 
sponding to M*; M is irreducible if and only if M* is. The modules M and M+ 
have isomorphic vertices. 
Proof. All but the last statement follow from Lemmas 2. I and 2.2. We prove 
that the vertices are isomorphic. 
Let H be a subgroup of G containing N, and let M be an indecomposable 
kG-module of type 1. To test whether or not M is (G, H)-projective, we assume 
that there is a kG-module L, a KG-epimorphism 4: L + M, and a kH-homo- 
morphism #: M -+ L such that &,k = lM . W e may assume that L, is a direct sum 
of copies of 1, since we may take L = (MH)G. Therefore we may assume that 
M = M’ 0.X’ and L = L’ @X’ for A-modules M’ and L’, and that 4 = 
7’ @ 1 and # = (T’ @ I for 7’ ad epimorphism and (T’ a k(H/N), homomorphism. 
We then take the corresponding kG*-modules M* and L*. Let H* = {(&, g): 
0 < i < s, g E H/N} so H* is a subgroup of G* containing A. We then have a 
kG*-epimorphism T: L* + M* and a kH*-homomorphism CT: M* +L* with 
75 = l,, . 
Suppose that M* is (G*, H*)-projective; then there exists y E Horn&M*, L*) 
with 7~ = IMM’ ; we then take the corresponding y’ E Hom=(M’, L’), and set 
8 = y’ @ 1: M’ @ 1’ -+L’ @ X’, so 4 6 = lM . Therefore M is (G, H)- 
projective. 
By reversing this argument, we conclude that if M is (G, H)-projective, then 
M* is (G*, H*)-projective. 
Now let V be a vertex of M, and set H = NV in the above argument. Then 
M* is (G*, H*)-projective, so a vertex V* of M* is contained in H*. By construc- 
tion of H*, we have H*/A e H/N, so 
If* E AV*/A < H”IA z H/N e I’ 
since V and V* arep-groups, and A and N arep’-groups. Hence V* is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of V. By reversing this argument, we see that V is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of V*, whence V E V*, and the proof is complete. 
By replacing k by K in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we have: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. There is a one-to-one correspondence between irreducible 
KG-modules Z of type X, and irreducible KG*-modules Z* on which (OL, 1) acts as 
multiplication by E, given by Z g z’ @ x’, where Z’ is the A-module corresponding 
to Z”. 
We state the main result of this section: 
THEOREM 2.5. Let B be a block of kG of type X. Then there is a block B* of 
kG* such that 
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(i) there is a one-to-one correspondence between irreducible KG-modules Z 
in B and irreducible KG*-modules Z* in B*; 
(ii) there is a one-to-one correspondence between irreducible kG-modules F 
in B and irreducible kG*-modules F* in B*; 
(iii) there is a one-to-one correspondence between indecomposable kG-modules 
M in B and indecomposable kG*-modules M* in B*; M and M* have isomorphic 
vertices; 
(iv) B and B* have isomorphic defect groups, the same decomposition matrix 
and the same Cartan matrix. 
Proof. This follows from the results of this section in the same way that 
Theorem 1.6 followed from the results of Section I. Details will be omitted. 
3 
In this section, we prove: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a finite p-solvable group, and let F be an irreducible 
KG-module in a block B. If F has a cyclic vertex V, then V is a defect group of B. 
This provides a partial answer to a question of Hamernik, who has asked 
whether the result is true without the assumption ofp-solvability. 
Proof. We use induction on / G j. Let N = O,(G). Suppose that x 1 FN , 
where w is an irreducible kN-module, and let T be the inertia group of X in G. 
By Theorem 1.6, there is a block B’ of T and an irreducible kT-module F’ of B’ 
with vertex V such that B and B’ have a common defect group. If T is a proper 
subgroup of G, then it follows from the induction hypothesis that V is a defect 
group of B. 
Now assume that T = G. As in Section 2, we form the central extension G* of 
G/N by A, and take the module F* in the block B* of Theorem 2.5 such that F* 
and F have isomorphic vertices, and B and B* have isomorphic defect groups. 
Let V* be a vertex of F*. 
Let P*IA = O,(G*/A), and let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of P*. Since A is 
a PI-group and P*/A is a p-group, it follows that P* is the semidirect product 
AP; since A is central in G, then P* = A x P. Therefore P is characteristic 
in P*, and P* (1 G*, so P 4 G*. Clearly P = O,(G*). 
Now F* is irreducible and P is a normal p-subgroup of G*, hence P acts 
trivially on F*; by [3, (53.8)], it follows that P < V*. 
We have chosen N = O,(G), and G*/A E G/N, so O,(G*/A) = 1. We know 
that O,(G*/A) = APIA, hence Lemma 1.2.3 of Hall and Higman [5] implies 
that 
C,,(P) < AP. (5) 
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Since P < V* and V* is cyclic, then V* centralizes P, whence V* < AP; 
but V* is ap-group, so V* < P, and therefore V* = P. 
Now G*/AP acts faithfully by conjugation on P, by (5), so G*/AP is iso- 
morphic to a subgroup of Aut(P). Since P = V* is cyclic, then Aut(P) is Abelian, 
so G*/AP has a normal Sylow p-subgroup. Let PI be a Sylow p subgroup of G*; 
then 
APJAP 4 G*/AP. 
Thus AP, (1 G*; but API = A x PI since A is central, so PI is characteristic 
in API and AP, CI G*, whence PI 4 G*. Therefore PI = O,(G*) = P. 
We now know that P = V* is a normal Sylow p-subgroup of G*, so V* is the 
defect group of every block of RG*. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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